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Abstract 

 

Estimates of uncertainties and its associated risk during the construction process are essential information 

for decision making in any stage of a tunnel project. Dealing with adverse geology at any depth can be 

problematic and can lead to significant tunneling delay and cost increases if not adequately predicted for 

either TBM or drill & blast approaches. The tunneling industry had executed thousands of kilometers of 

tunnels and endured numerous collapses still emerge as a clear common thread for almost all projects due 

to inadequate forecasting of prospective ground conditions. These projects have suffered from geological 

uncertainties, while mitigation of delay problems requires considerable foresight and advanced planning. 

Without any prediction on site, no upfront analysis can give a sufficient answer on how much of the tunnel 

length is in critical ground.  It requires a combination of information yielded by the best possible geological 

assessment of likely condition along tunnel coupled with advanced seismic exploration during the 

excavation process.  

 

The Tunnel Seismic Prediction (TSP) approach while excavation allows a continuous prediction of 

geological uncertainties ahead or around the tunnel. With this, a prediction range of more than 100 meters 

ahead of the face is reachable. Seismic reflection data acquired in the tunnel contain useful information 

about the spatial geomechanical parameters around and ahead the tunnel. To increase the comparability of 

such data with the real geological situation, the tunnel seismic prediction method must be used on a regular 

basis (i.e. every 100-120m).  However, some tunnel builders still object against geophysical investigations 

during tunneling due to possible disruptions of the tunneling process and constraints of results delivered by 

these methods. It is important to consider that such seismic operation do not interrupt the daily tunnel 

excavation cycle if operated systematically. This paper describes the seismic investigation, new trends of 

geophysics in tunneling and a case study from hydro project showing correlation of seismic prediction with 

actual geological information.  

 

 

1. Introduction: 

 

Geophysical investigations in underground engineering imply a series of geophysical 

methods. The tunneling industry has already identified the potential of these non-

destructive methods that valuably contribute to the assessment of the ground condition 

and to the provision of an interpretative report. Due to long prediction and high 

resolution, Seismic methods are usually preferred for the assessment of the ground 

condition. Many tunnels are located in areas with relatively poor access along the 

alignment and bored under extremely high overburden. These two factors often result in 

limited geological information. It would be reasonable to state that the deeper the tunnel, 

the greater the level of uncertainties.  
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The normal approach to assess the geological condition is to obtain the geological section 

along tunnel by geological observation, borehole drilling and surface geophysical survey. 

However, factors like overburden thickness and topography may limit the potential of 

these methods to obtain the precise and sufficient information. When boring through 

inaccessible mountain, even an extensive Geotechnical Baseline Report can miss the 

critical geological surprises. This can create a big challenge for both drill & blast and 

TBM drive in terms of their performance and safety. 

 

The safe operation can be achieved by implementing the right method. The overall goal 

should be to reduce the risk in such a way that it always is within acceptability. (WTC 

2013_Paper_T.Dickmann &Krueger, Switzerland, Geneva). The only way to achieve the 

acceptability of risk is to control them. Knowing in advance where the significant 

geological boundaries intersect the tunnel axis, can help prevent events such as large 

break-outs, collapses, flooding and rush-in. 

 

2. Overview of Seismic Exploration: 

 

This paper describes the seismic method specialized for the tunneling sector. By the 

majority, seismic exploration is based on seismic reflection by observing and evaluating 

elastic body wave. These waves are excited by artificial sources like detonation charge or 

the usage of an impact of mass (hammer). The waves are being reflected at interfaces of 

different mechanical properties like density or elasticity. Thus, by detection of reflected 

elastic waves and their corresponding travel times it is possible to deduct information 

about the mechanical properties of the ground. In this way, important engineering 

parameters like elastic moduli can be derived. 

 

Continuous seismic prediction can be a very effective tool to characterize the site. One of 

the primary benefits of continuous seismic measurements is to increase the spatial 

sampling density so that background and anomalous condition can be identified early in 

the investigation. As with all geophysical methods, seismic methods are also limited in 

depth penetration. As the target becomes deeper, the resolution of geophysical 

measurement starts decreasing. Due to larger volume sampling or wave signal 

attenuation, the contrast between the target and surrounding material need to be even 

greater. The 3-D tunnel seismic prediction method is a reliable tool with a proven track 

record that is fully integrated into the tunneling process and independent enough to apply 

it whenever it is needed. And this is one essential point to be addressed to all parties 

involved, the client or owner, the owner’s engineer and the contactor: when is the most 

opportune moment to apply tunnel seismic prediction? Some engineers still believe that 

tunnel seismic is sufficiently applied when doing it right before a geologic hazard zone is 

supposed to occur. Agreed, it would mitigate the risk in these designated zones, but it 

won’t do in all others. So, how can the tunnel builder be sure to properly decide on the 

measurement at the right location or chainage in the tunnel? Honestly, he can’t be sure, 

and he is obviously rather reluctant to spend money for geophysical investigation ahead 

of the tunnel in many cases. (WTC2018_Paper_Dickmann&Krueger&Hecht-Méndez). 

Tunnel seismic prediction can be applied sporadically and on a regular basis and 

furthermore, it can be applied continuously. 
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3. New Trends of Geophysics in Tunneling: 

 

Not infrequently, several methods are being used in underground construction projects, 

including geotechnical sounding and sampling, geophysics, environmental sampling and 

testing, hydro-geological modeling and geotechnical laboratory testing. One of the 

biggest challenges is to make use of all the data during the interpretation and the 

modeling. The traditional way includes a lot of drawings, plots, diagrams, tables spread 

on desktops, walls, floors, screens etc. (Cracknell & Reading 2014). The digital world has 

evolved during the last 30 years and it does find a peak in industry 4.0 where data 

exchange has never been more essential than before and hence, opens many new 

opportunities for joint interpretation. The GeoBIM concept suggests how to make use of 

these opportunities available today, state of the art geotechnical and geophysical data 

handling and workflow (Svenson, 2017). Once data exchange and joint interpretation 

becomes possible, a further step to artificial intelligence such as machine learning 

algorithms is made. Machine learning algorithms use an automatic inductive approach to 

recognize patterns in data. Once learned, pattern relationships are applied to other similar 

data to generate predictive models. Hence, there is much scope for the application of 

machine learning algorithms to the rapidly increasing volumes of geophysical data 

obtained by continuous measurements for geological mapping problems.  Machine 

learning approaches can be applied at different stages throughout the geophysical 

evaluation, ranging from raw data analysis by classifying and filling gaps, processing 

parameter adjustment (data mining) and ultimately on automatic interpretation which 

comprises predicting rock properties and extracting discontinuities from seismic data 

(faults, layers, etc). However, there are challenges for application of this technique in 

geophysical data mainly related to the amount, quality and non-uniqueness of 

geophysical data, the homogeneity of collected data and the dependency of the involved 

variables. Nevertheless, with increasing computational power and the experience already 

gained in application of machine learning in different field of geoscience, adaptation and 

rapid development for the tunnel industry is possible. 

 

4. Case study: 

 

The case study is taken from Bajoli Holi hydroelectric project. The project envisaged as a 

run of the river scheme with a 15.538 km long and 5.6m diameter head race tunnel and 

with capacity of 180 MW. The study area located in the Ravi basin of Chamba area in 

western part of Himachal Pradesh. It is located between Pir Panjal and Dhaula Dhar 

mountain ranges. Himalaya in Himachal Pradesh comprises two contrasting tectogen 

having their own distinct geological history. The dividing line between two tectogen 

represents a major tectonic discontinuity that is known as Main Central Thrust (MCT). 

The goal of the proposed seismic investigation (TSP 303 Plus) was to obtain the rock 

mass condition ahead of face and to confirm whether the already encountered poor strata 

will continue up to HRT junction or there will be an improvement in the quality of rock 

mass. The rock mass along layout of TSP survey comprises of phyllite and alternate 

bands of phyllitic quartzite and quartzitic phyllite. The bed rock is foliated and traversed 

by three set of discontinuities on which foliation joints are more prominent.  
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The basic idea of Tunnel Seismic Prediction (TSP) while tunneling, pursue an easy 

handling system within a non-destructive and non-disturbing method. Employed as a 

predictive method during excavation process for both drill & blast and TBM headings, no 

access to the face is required to perform measurements, which can be taken in tunneling 

production breaks of around 1 to 2 hr. Figure 1shows the typical layout of Tunnel 

Seismic prediction measurement in Adit tunnel. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 TSP Investigation layout at adit tunnel. Four multicomponent receivers were 

being installed 2.0m deep into rock mass and 24 shot holes of 1.5 m depth and 1.5m 

spacing along left side tunnel wall were being stepwise fired with explosive charges. The 

HRT junction was 28m ahead of tunnel face. The distance between face and most distant 

receiver was 60m 
 

In the TSP layout a reference P-wave velocity and dynamic Young’s modulus are 

estimated at Vp = 2,500m/s and Edyn = 8 GPa, which represents the geology along the 

layout being highly sheared phyllite and alternate bands of phyllite quartzite & quartzitic 

phyllite. The rock mass forecast gave a range of only 70m which is due to the presence of 

very poor rock mass (Class-V) in the TSP layout area. Along the prediction range, 

various zones with decreasing velocities (Low Velocity Zone: LVZ) were identified 

ahead of the tunnel.  
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Figure 2 Perspective 3D view of the P-wave velocity model along the seismic axis. Red 

rendered surfaces indicate velocity anomalies lower than 2,230 m/s. 

 
Figure 3 Geological interpretation based on the TSP results and geological description 

along the TSP layout. 

5. Comparison between Seismic Prognosis and actual geological condition 

encountered: 

 

Based upon the geotechnical face mapping report, a comparison has been carried out 

between the TSP prognosis and actual geological observation made after excavation. The 

range of P-wave velocity lies between 2,100m/s to 2,700m/s and dynamic Young’s 

modulus lies between 9 GPa to 12 GPa. The overall variation in both these parameters is 

very less, which is due to low impedance contrast. As per Sjogren et al. 1979, the                   
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un-weathered metamorphic rock lower than 3,500m/s (Vp) indicate a very poor rock 

quality.  

 

According to the RMR value obtained from face mapping, rock class is being classified 

as poor to very poor (rating 15 to 32). In the entire 70m prediction range, the same kind 

of rock mass i.e. poor phyllite/quartzitic phyllite was predicted by TSP 303 plus. The 

comparison between RMR with dynamic Young’s modulus & P-wave velocity shows a 

close correlation (Figure 4).The RMR and dynamic Young’s modulus follow almost 

same trend, which has been compared with the distribution of P-wave velocity in Figure 

5. In addition to primary wave or P-wave (Vp), the shear wave velocity (Vs) was also 

computed which lies between 1,200m/s to 1,600m/s. The zone between chainage 472m to 

491m was predicted as water bearing zone due to increase of Poisson value up to 0.30. 

But the condition was found damp, which could be due to the presence of clay seams. 

Except this, water bearing condition predicted by TSP match well with actual water 

condition i.e. Damp. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5 Comparison of RMR & dynamic Young’s modulus with rendered P-wave 

velocity distribution along seismic axis 

 

Figure 4 Chart of RMR versus Dynamic Young’s mod. (Left) and P-wave velocity 

(right) 
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Table 1 

Comparison of geological forecast by TSP with observed geology after excavation.                     

Chainage TSP forecast description Actual geological description by RMR & 

water inflow 

472 - 491 • Vp  decreased to 2,257m/s 

• Vs   decreased to 1,294m/s 

• PR high i.e. up to 0.35 

• Edyn varies between 9 and 10 GPa 

Fractured rock mass along with possible 

water bearing zone. 

 

High PR (Poisson’s ratio) possibly due to 

presence of clay seams. 

RMR  value :15 

Rock Class :             V 

Water condition :      Damp 

Rock mass is thinly foliated sheared phyllite 

with multiple shear/clay seam and crushed 

quartzite. 

 

 

 

491 - 519 • Vp varies between 2,160m/sand 

2,727m/s. 

• PR:  0.20 to 0.27 

• Edyn varies between 11and 12 GPa 

Poor phyllite/quartzitic phyllite. 

 

RMR  value :           25 to 32 

Rock Class :             IV 

Water condition :      Damp 

Rock mass is thinly foliated sheared phyllite 

quartzite phyllite 

519 - 521 • Vp decreased to 2,531m/s. 

• PR: 0.20 

• Edyn:12 GPa 

Poor phyllite/quartzitic phyllite. 

RMR  value :           15 to 17 

Rock Class :             V 

Water condition :      Damp 

Very thinly foliated, highly weathered & 

sheared phyllite. 

521 - 526 • Vp varies from 2,384m/s to 2,531m/s. 

• PR: 0.14 to 0.20 

• Edyn varies from11 to 12 GPa 

Poor phyllite/quartzitic phyllite. 

RMR  value :           27 to 30 

Rock Class :             IV 

Water condition :      Damp 

Rock mass is thinly foliated sheared phyllite 

quartzite phyllite 

526 - 546 • Vp vaies between 2,473m/sand 2,581m/s. 

• PR: 0.21 to 0.25 

• Edyn varies from10 to 11 GPa 

Poor phyllite/quartzitic phyllite. 

RMR  value :           14 to 17 

Rock Class :             V 

Water condition :      Damp 

Rock mass is thinly foliated sheared phyllite 

with multiple shear/clay seam and crushed 

quartzite. 

 

 

(Vp: p-wave velocity, Vs: s-wave velocity, PR: Poisson's ratio, Edyn: dynamic Young's 

modulus, RMR: Rock Mass Rating) 

6. Conclusion: 

 

The effective risk management during tunneling can be achieved by using advanced 

seismic exploration technique during construction stage.  

 

Knowing in advance where the significant geological boundaries intersect the tunnel axis, 

can help prevent the events such as large break-outs, collapses, flooding and rush-in. The 

only way to achieve the acceptability of risk is to control them.  
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As per the stated comparison, TSP prognosis has close correlation with actual geological 

condition encountered. On the basis of result, HRT junction was re-aligned deeper into 

hills to avoid poor rock mass (around 50m). The rock mass condition remains poor to 

very poor. 

 

Tunnel Seismic Prediction can be the right way to turn the geological risk into 

manageable risk. The TSP operation does not make any disturbance to tunneling work if 

operated systematically. To increase the accuracy, such type of geophysical techniques 

should be used in a regular manner. 

 

Globally, TSP is a well-established geophysical technique which is now proving itself in 

India. This advance technology can give a project the required support in overcoming the 

risk associated with geological uncertainties.  
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